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The RbSA Industrial BOOST Trainer



Focus on Safety



Cycle time Optimization



RbSA Industrial BOOST Trainers



Basic Machine Maintenance



Part Creation



Use of Diagnostic Tools



Part Quality Troubleshooting



Tooling Changeover



Machine Set Up



Development of your Part Shapes



Machine and Part Interference



Classroom Learning Environment
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BOOST Productivity BOOST Safety BOOST Efficiency
Operator training for tubing benders has traditionally been provided by the installing technician at the time of machine commissioning.
Often operators and set–up personnel have never received formal training, instead receiving instruction from other employees, who may
themselves have never been formally trained. This second and third hand instruction results in a “generation gap” leading to inefficiencies,
unnecessary machine and tooling wear, and sometimes unsafe operation. In cases where scheduled follow-up training is eventually
performed, it is done in a full manufacturing environment, with all of the noises and pressures of a production facility. Ultimately, one or
two people can hear the instructor, and only one person actually operates the machine control.
At RbSA Industrial, we have created the BOOST Program, a new approach to training personnel in safe operation and set up of CNC Tubing
Benders. We have worked with Current Tech to build fully operational versions of the BendPro G2 control that can be used in a classroom
setting with simulated bender and tooling. Often the simulation is a version of the actual benders the operators will use on the production
floor. Starting and homing the machine, jogging the individual axes, creating new parts, optimizing cycle time, and much much more can be
covered and mastered in the quiet and safety of a classroom environment, each student having ample time running the control. After each
lesson on the desktop trainer, the class then puts what they have learned to use with a practical application lesson on the actual machine.
Even though there is still only one operator at a time per available machine, the amount of time needed on the machine has been greatly
reduced.
Although we follow a basic guideline to make sure all subjects are covered, every manufacturer is different, so RbSA Industrial customizes
the BOOST Program to meet the needs of each customer—integrating safety policy, developing actual production parts, and covering the
unique characteristics of the many different models of tubing benders.
A typical training schedule is two or three days and can be broken up in to different categories for different levels of experience or
personnel responsibility (for example: operator, set-up and parts troubleshooting, maintenance and machine troubleshooting). Safety is
the first and last subject in every training session!

Example Training schedule:
Day 1:

Day 2:

Day 3:

8:00—8:15
8:15—9:00

8:00—8:15
Safety One Machine/One Operator
8:15—9:45
Creating a New Part from Print
10:00—11:45 Interference moves using the
interference matrix and teach
mode
11:45—12:00 Safety Identifying Unsafe Practices
12:30—12:45 Safety Machine and Tooling Set Up
12:45—2:00 Tooling Set up for Production
2:15—3:45
Tooling Set-up and First Part
Troubleshooting
3:45—4:00
Safety Where is the Part Going to
Go?

8:00—815
8:15—10:00

Safety Safety Devices
Identifying tube bender
components, their function, and
how to jog them in manual mode
9:15—10:00 Using the Part Editor to edit existing
parts
10:00—11:45 Creating New Parts using the New
Part Wizard
11:45—12:00 Safety Safety Concerns When
Operating a CNC Tubing
Bender
12:30—12:45 Safety Safety Devices
12:45—2:00 Practical Application Jogging the
Bender
2:15—3:45
Practical Application Production
Bending
3:45—4:00
Safety Stomp the Mat

Safety Using a Footswitch
Go Faster!! Cycle Time
Optimization
10:00—11:45 Review and Questions
11:45—12:00 Safety Review
Maintenance and Machine Troubleshooting
12:30—12:45 Safety Electric, Hydraulic,
Pneumatic Potential
12:45—2:00 Using the diagnostic tools in the
control
2:00—3:45
Testing in the Panel
3:45—4:00
Safety Making the Machine Move
in an Emergency

